SYDNEY, 4 May 2017: Fairfax Media Limited [ASX:FXJ] Chief Executive Officer Greg Hywood will today deliver a presentation at the Macquarie Australia Conference in Sydney.

Presentation commentary and accompanying slides are attached.

As is our usual practice, the presentation contains a Trading Update, the details of which have been extracted below:

**Trading Update**

Overall Group revenues are 6% below last year for the first 17 weeks of FY17 H2 (26 December 2016 to 23 April 2017). Revenue across our current reporting segments:

- Domain overall revenue is up 10% with its total digital business up 18%;
- Metro Media is down around 11%;
- Australian Community Media is down around 11%;
- New Zealand Media is down around 3% including currency impact;
- Macquarie Media is down around 7%.

Cost savings initiatives are ongoing across the Fairfax Group.

**Domain Separation Update**

Slide 11 of the presentation provides an update on the strategic review of Domain Group announced in February 2017 in preparation for Domain’s potential separation into a new ASX-listed company. We continue to expect the separation to complete this calendar year, subject to a number of conditions.

– ENDS –

Contact:

Brad Hatch
Director of Communications
+61 2 9282 2168
Slide 1

Good morning everyone.

This is our fourth year presenting at the Macquarie Australia conference. Once again, it's great to be here and be joined by so many of you.

Our CFO David Housego will join me for your questions at the end of the presentation.

The transformation we commenced in 2012 set us on a path to reshape our business and make meaningful permanent change. We have done that by restructuring and revitalising all aspects of our business. Unlike our local peers, we have been unrelenting with our mission to keep pace with the velocity of change revolutionising the media industry globally.
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Fairfax is a leading network of highly-valuable information brands, marketplaces and entertainment assets connecting with 70% of Australians and 90% of New Zealanders via digital, print, radio and events.

At the core of our valuable network are the trusted and quality environments we provide for our readers and our advertisers. These attributes of trust and quality are more important and relevant than ever in an environment of ‘fake news’ and risks to brand safety being played out at Youtube and others.

Fairfax’s 186-year-old track record of independent, quality journalism and content sets it apart as the trusted voice and venue for consumers and advertisers.
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Across the Fairfax portfolio, our strategy is focused on creating shareholder value by delivering on three priorities:

- Growing by building on core strengths and maximising opportunities;
- Transforming through cost efficiency and business model innovation; and
- Creating value through strategic decision-making and portfolio management.
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This strategy is applied across our three business groups of Domain, Publishing and Investments.

Our diversified portfolio of media assets operate as six businesses. Each of these businesses have solid attributes, and objectives in place to maximise opportunities for future performance.

I will take you through the detail of the considerable opportunity of the Fairfax portfolio and how each business group is focused on driving value for shareholders.
As we announced in February, we have a strategic review underway to separate Domain into a new ASX-listed entity, of which we would retain a 60% to 70% shareholding.

Post Domain separation, what does Fairfax look like? Much the same, with a smaller yet more valuable holding in Domain, which remains a core and key strategic asset of Fairfax; along with the increasingly sustainable cash-generating Publishing businesses; and value-creating Investments.
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Let's take a detailed look at Domain.

Domain is a leading real estate media and services platform at the centre of the Australian property ecosystem.

Domain’s value has grown considerably over the past five years, with its earnings almost tripling in size.

Domain’s success is the result of a deliberate first-to-mobile strategy to capitalise on the migration of audiences to mobile – and catapult the business to within near reach of the major competitor.

First to market innovation has underpinned a superior user experience, which has driven near parity in mobile app downloads to our major competitor.

Domain’s mobile advantage is critical to driving commercial outcomes with around 70% of leads now delivered from mobile platforms.

Our investment has driven momentum and created the scale of audience, customers and earnings that readies Domain to become a separate ASX-listed entity.

The size of audience that Domain has achieved is demonstrated by the impressive results seen on this slide: 4.1 million Australians via digital; 2 million Australians via print; 1.2 million via social media; and 5.3 million app downloads.
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We are maximising the value of Domain’s core strength as a listings platform – as well as extending its reach and revenue through new complementary businesses.

In the first half of FY17, in the face of listings weakness, we continued to invest aggressively in staff, technology and marketing for the Domain platform. This reflected our view that the listings environment was constrained by cyclical factors and Domain needed to continue to capitalise on multiple long-term growth opportunities.

In the first four months of the second half, there have been improved listings trends, particularly in the key market of Sydney.

Any sustained cyclical improvement will build on the structural growth drivers Domain has in place. Accordingly, we are comfortable in our continuing investment in this business through the second half and beyond.

The Residential business has achieved high penetration of agents and listings, providing a platform for future growth from geographic expansion, increased depth product penetration and yield increases.
Domain’s Media business is growing a high-quality audience attracted by compelling editorial content. This strengthening position is not yet fully reflected in revenue, with opportunity for further upside through yield management and increased product effectiveness.

Commercial Real Estate is strengthening its penetration of agents and listings through a national agent ownership model and revitalised digital and print products. Substantial audience momentum provides the opportunity for significant further growth in this category, particularly in Victoria and Queensland.

Domain’s agent services and products are utilised by around a third of all real estate agents. This provides upside opportunity from subscriber and yield growth driven by a full service offering of data, customer relationship management and open-for-inspection tools.

There is also opportunity to grow new transactional revenues in partnership with agents.

The most recent investment has been in new complementary businesses and transactional services. These provide growth opportunities in the broader property ecosystem in areas including home loans, utilities connections and home improvement and trade services.

**Slide 7**

This slide illustrates the way Domain leverages its core audience strength across a diverse range of products and services spanning all facets of Australian property, including the expansion into complementary businesses and transactional services.

**Slide 8**

Domain’s strong audience growth and engagement, particularly in mobile, is underpinning price increases for both Residential and Commercial listings and in Media & Developers.

Over the past two years, total mobile visits were up 133%; total app visits up 107%; and app downloads grew 60%.
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Examples of Domain’s mobile-led product innovation include School Catchment Zones, Home Price Guide, Facebook Messenger Bot, and Domain’s Chat Platform.

**Slide 10**

Award-winning mobile innovation benefits the entire Domain ecosystem and supports the development of distinct products for agents.

**Slide 11**

In February we announced a strategic review of the Domain Group in preparation for its potential separation into a new ASX-listed company in which Fairfax would retain 60% to 70% ownership.

This process is well underway, with the appointment of Grant Samuel to prepare an Independent Expert’s Report, and discussions being conducted with the Australian Taxation Office.
We are working through operational elements to prepare for the separation, including consideration of Domain Board composition, commercial and transitional arrangements, and capital structure.

It is anticipated that Domain would have approximately $150 million of net debt following the separation.

We continue to expect the separation to complete this calendar year, subject to a number of conditions including satisfactory outcome of engagement with the Australian Taxation Office and a Fairfax Shareholder vote.

Further detail will be released in the Scheme Booklet once finalised.
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Turning to Publishing.

Our three publishing businesses have made considerable progress in transforming to more sustainable models.

Clearly we have made some tough decisions to make our publishing division sustainable. We don’t back away from it – and are glad that we started getting it in order five years before most other media companies began to face the global and local industry realities.

We respect our staff for the passion they have for independent, high quality journalism. We share it – but we know what it takes to make our kind of journalism sustainable. Passion alone won’t cut it.

This is not the first time we have had industrial opposition to what we are doing – we won’t be dissuaded from making the right decisions – and we will get our digital and print editions out through this period.

It is self-evident that publishing was facing structural challenges and these could only be addressed by completely resetting existing models.

Over the past five years, we have reduced publishing costs by more than a net $400 million.

Publishing cash flows have been invested in creating new growth businesses, as well as substantially de-risking the transition to digitally-driven futures.

Through this entire transition our publishing businesses have remained profitable. And that’s without the benefit of metro real estate classified advertising which we report as part of Domain.

Our publishing businesses have large-scale, high quality audiences at their core, and these audiences and data are instrumental in building our growth businesses. Standout examples of the success of this strategy are Domain and Stan, and there are early promising signs from our new car lead generation model in Drive and our New Zealand ISP, Stuff Fibre.

This slide illustrates the impressive publishing audiences across digital and print: 8.9 million Australians via Metro; 3.7 million Australians via Community; and 3.5 million New Zealanders.

The SMH, The Age and The Australian Financial Review have more than 226,000 digital subscribers and each title is delivering growth. The Financial Review in particular is delivering a strong performance.
In addition, we operate events across several categories which attract large-scale audiences and leverage our brands.
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Last year at this conference we set out how we were going to achieve our goal of creating a sustainable Metro publishing model with trusted brands, quality journalism and large-scale high-quality audiences at its core.

We took the approach of how you would create the modern SMH, Age and Financial Review from the ground up, while retaining their strong brands and audiences.

We are rebuilding the technology, processes and teams supporting publishing – all at a fraction of the cost of maintaining our legacy systems.

This allows us to fundamentally reset the publishing cost base and reposition our product suite to deliver better commercial and customer outcomes.

The result will be a cheaper and higher-quality digital publishing model, still with the core of quality journalism that we are committed to. Our print newspapers will operate separately and we believe will continue to provide a positive cash-flow contribution for some years yet.

Having considered all options, we determined that the best commercial decision, based on current advertising and subscription trends, was to continue to print our publications daily, while developing significantly enhanced digital propositions.

To fast-track the delivery of our new model, we have put in place new talent and capability to drive innovation and further develop revenue opportunities.

Chris Janz, who now has the role as Managing Director of Australian Metro Publishing, has been overseeing the creation of this next-generation publishing model.

That model is underpinned by a reset, reduced and simplified cost structure, and new, more competitive advertising platforms and subscription offerings.

In April we announced editorial changes to deliver approximately $30 million in annualised savings, with the majority of these savings expected in the 2018 financial year.

Further technology, back office and support function cost savings are still to come.
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Make no mistake, we believe this is the sustainable publishing model of the future.

We are developing a suite of new digital products to create deeper and more engaging experiences for our audiences, while sustaining a commercially successful print proposition.

A flatter, more efficient editorial structure is in place with more targeted commissioning of stories and a focus on areas of competitive advantage. Newsroom efficiencies are being achieved by focusing on quality stories that generate engagement, particularly from our most valuable audience. Average audience per story has increased by more than 30% in early trials of this approach.

New data-driven commercial solutions and advertising formats will accompany the launch of our new digital products to drive improved commercial results.
A new, simplified tech stack will be the backbone of the new publishing model and deliver a material reduction in technology and support costs and enable efficient editorial workflows.

Key to it all is people and culture. We are creating a lean, innovative and high performance team which has the skills, capabilities and tools needed for the future.
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That future is now.

You can see some of the major milestones in our publishing innovation, commencing in FY18 with a new product pilot in a smaller market.

That will be followed by the launch of new platforms for the SMH, *The Age*, *The Australian Financial Review* and Lifestyle mastheads, along with new apps for the SMH and *The Age*.

This development pipeline necessitates significant technology transition, which once complete, will allow for the retirement of legacy systems and cost rebasing.

We expect this cost-out program to underpin Metro Media earnings stability over the next two financial years.
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Turning to our Australian Community Media business. We are maintaining cost efficiency, while driving digital growth and exploring other opportunities.

At the core of this business is locally-driven journalism which achieves high penetration of local communities and strong audience engagement across regional and rural Australia.

Over the past 12 months we have seen ACM’s digital audience lift by more than a third.

Audiences of scale with strong local sales representation provide the opportunity for the development of new targeted advertising and commercial solutions for clients.

Our national network of websites with growing audiences is being monetised through digital display advertising and the trial of digital subscription models. Early results of these trials in two small markets are encouraging.

Our leading agricultural mastheads supported a 4% increase in Agriculture advertising revenue in the first half, and we see further opportunity from this valuable sector of the economy.

In addition to the more than $60 million in annualised cost savings that the ACM business delivered in FY16, we are pursuing further simplification of our operating structure and increased efficiencies to maximise cash flows.
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Turning to our New Zealand business.

You would have seen the New Zealand Commerce Commission’s decision yesterday to block the proposed merger of Fairfax New Zealand with NZME.
The regulator’s failure to grasp the commercial and competitive realities of modern media is disappointing.

This decision does nothing to address the challenge of the global search and social giants, which produce no local journalism, employ very few New Zealanders, and pay minimal, if any, local taxes.

Our impression from the outset is the NZCC seemed to be fixed in its assumption that the relevant competitive marketplace was restricted to only traditional media. No amount of market data, comparable decisions or studies from similar markets overseas could move them from that.

We believe that the NZCC has failed New Zealand in blocking two local media companies from gaining the scale and resources necessary to aggressively compete now and into the future.

During the whole of the year-long NZCC process we continued developing our own standalone strategy.

Our strategy involves leveraging our trusted brands and independent journalism and content reaching 90% of New Zealanders. This is reflected in high levels of engagement and rich data and insights.

Stuff.co.nz is New Zealand’s most visited local website and benefits from market-leading product innovation.

Ensuring the ongoing sustainability of the business will require continued diversification of the New Zealand digital revenue base, building on recent progress of monetising our audiences through new advertising products and businesses such as Stuff Fibre and Events.

In light of the NZCC decision, an even greater focus on cost efficiency will be necessary. Moving to the next stage of our New Zealand publishing model will involve reshaping how we deliver our journalism to local communities. Further publishing frequency changes and consolidation of titles is an inevitability.
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Turning now to the value we are creating through our Investments.

A standout performer is Australia’s leading local SVOD platform Stan, which has more than 700,000 active subscribers.

Weatherzone – Australia’s largest private weather services provider – is also delivering impressive audience.

ASX-listed radio company Macquarie Media, in which we have a 54.5% shareholding, delivers a national audience of 1.7 million listeners and has the number one stations in Sydney and Melbourne.
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Digital Ventures is focused on creating value through investment in high-growth digital opportunities and portfolio management. This includes investing via partnerships and joint ventures for increased capability and capacity, and realisation of value through strategic divestments, such as Stayz and Tenderlink.
A diversified digital publishing portfolio has local staff contributing Australian content and leveraging global content from leading digital-only media groups in the US, the centrepiece of which is our joint venture with *HuffPost*.

The business has diversified digital revenue streams in addition to advertising. This includes B2C subscriptions through Stan and RSVP/Oasis, and B2B subscriptions at Weatherzone.

In just two short years, Stan has delivered exceptional performance, and is on a clear path to profitability with cash flow breakeven expected in FY18.

This performance has benefited from the large audiences and marketing inventory of Fairfax and Nine as joint shareholders.

Underpinning the success of Stan are exclusive rights to CBS’s *SHOWTIME* content in Australia; a range of rights from other studios; as well as original local productions.
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Stan’s differentiated content offering is reflected in its impressive audience momentum.

Subscriber sign-up rates have accelerated and there has been improvement in conversion to paying subscribers and a reduction in churn.
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High-quality popular programming will continue to drive Stan’s subscriber growth.

Later this month, *SHOWTIME*’s *Twin Peaks* series return is set to be the biggest television event this year.
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The regular launch of must-watch programming through the course of the year, together with new features such as offline viewing, will continue to drive Stan’s subscriber momentum.
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Macquarie Media delivers large-scale national audiences with unrivalled ratings performances from 2GB in Sydney and 3AW in Melbourne.

This ratings success is driven by high-profile talent and a depth of programming expertise.

The recently introduced Talking Lifestyle format is attracting new audiences and advertisers. This provides new revenue opportunities and cost benefits.

The merger of Fairfax Radio Network with Macquarie two years ago created a culture of cost efficiency.
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Earlier this morning we provided a trading update to the market, as is our usual practice at this conference.
Overall Group revenues are 6% below last year for the first 17 weeks of FY17 H2. Revenue across our current reporting segments:

- Domain overall revenue is up 10% with its total digital business up 18%;
- Metro Media is down around 11%;
- Australian Community Media is down around 11%;
- New Zealand Media is down around 3% including currency impact;
- Macquarie Media is down around 7%.

Cost savings initiatives are ongoing across the Fairfax Group.

In conclusion, we are confident in the strategies across our portfolio of Domain, Publishing and Investment assets:

- Domain is preparing to become a listed entity with upside opportunity;
- Our Publishing businesses are transitioning to sustainable models;
- Value is being created through Investments in growth businesses.

This is a business with a strong management team prepared to make all the necessary decisions to deliver shareholder value.

Thank you for your attention.

Our CFO David Housego will now join me for Q&A.

– ENDS –

Contact:

Brad Hatch
Director of Communications
+61 2 9282 2168
FAIRFAX MEDIA IS A LEADING NETWORK OF INFORMATION BRANDS, MARKETPLACES AND ENTERTAINMENT ASSETS

CONNECTING WITH 70% OF AUSTRALIANS AND 90% OF NEW ZEALANDERS

**MARKETPLACES**
REAL ESTATE LISTINGS AND SERVICES, CARS, JOBS DATING AND TRANSACTIONS

- Online real estate business Domain Group – at the centre of the Australian property ecosystem
- Platform to create Australia’s premium destination for new car buyers – Drive
- Australia’s #1 dating site RSVP

**INFORMATION**
NEWS, BUSINESS, SPORT, LIFESTYLE, WEATHER, CONTENT MARKETING

- Australia’s #1 masthead across all platforms The Sydney Morning Herald
- NZ’s #1 local website Stuff.co.nz
- National portfolio of rural and regional newspapers and websites

**ENTERTAINMENT**
SUBSCRIPTION VIDEO ON DEMAND, RUNNING, SWIMMING, FOOD, WINE, LIFESTYLE, THE ARTS, MUSIC, RADIO

- Australia’s leading local SVOD platform Stan
- #1 radio stations in Sydney and Melbourne
- Portfolio of ~50 lifestyle events
STRATEGY TO BUILD SHAREHOLDER VALUE ACROSS PORTFOLIO OF DOMAIN, PUBLISHING AND INVESTMENT ASSETS

GROWING
BY BUILDING ON CORE STRENGTHS AND MAXIMISING OPPORTUNITIES

TRANSFORMING
THROUGH COST EFFICIENCY AND BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION

CREATING VALUE
THROUGH STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
THREE BUSINESS GROUPS SPANNING DIVERSIFIED PORTFOLIO OF MEDIA ASSETS WITH FOCUSED OBJECTIVES

**DOMAIN**
- Domain Group
  - Real estate media & services
  - Maximising value of Domain Group’s strong platform at the centre of the property ecosystem and growing new revenue

**PUBLISHING**
- Australian Metro Media
  - Leading metropolitan newspapers, digital media and events
- Australian Community Media
  - Leading rural & regional newspapers & digital media
  - Building a sustainable publishing model with enhanced digital and print products, and ancillary revenues
- New Zealand Media
  - Leading New Zealand newspapers, digital media and events
  - Maintaining cost efficiency while driving digital growth and exploring other opportunities
  - Monetising New Zealand Media’s engaged & high value audiences, diversifying digital revenue while optimising print and delivering efficiencies

**INVESTMENTS**
- Digital Ventures
  - Portfolio of digitally-focused growth assets
  - Creating value through investment in high-growth digital opportunities and portfolio management
  - Maximising opportunity of No. 1 stations in Sydney and Melbourne and national radio network strength

**MACQUARIE MEDIA LIMITED**
- Leading national news, talk, sport & music radio network

For personal use only
DOMAIN GROUP

4.1M
AUSTRALIANS
VIA DIGITAL

2.0M
AUSTRALIANS
VIA PRINT

1.2M+
SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS

5.3M+
TOTAL APP
DOWNLOADS
MAXIMISING VALUE OF DOMAIN GROUP’S STRONG PLATFORM AT THE CENTRE OF THE PROPERTY ECOSYSTEM AND GROWING NEW REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY BUSINESS ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>STRATEGIC DRIVERS OF FUTURE OPPORTUNITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **HIGH PENETRATION OF RESIDENTIAL AGENTS AND LISTINGS/DEVELOPERS** | • Geographic expansion nationwide  
• Further depth product penetration supported by agent ownership model  
• Yield increases driven by audience growth and new products |
| **GROWING, HIGH-QUALITY AUDIENCES AND COMPELLING CONTENT** | • Significant tail winds from two years of rapid, high-quality audience growth  
• Increased product effectiveness and yield management  
• Further enhancing content offering underpinned by high-quality journalism |
| **STRENGTHENING PENETRATION OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE AGENTS AND LISTINGS** | • Strong growth in listings sessions  
• National agent ownership model in place  
• Significant growth opportunity particularly in Victoria and Queensland |
| **HIGH UPTAKE OF COMPELLING AGENT SERVICES AND PRODUCTS** | • Subscriber and yield growth from full service offering: data, CRM and OFI management  
• Grow new transaction revenues in partnership with agents |
| **INVESTMENT IN NEW COMPLEMENTARY BUSINESSES AND TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES** | • Rapid growth in utilities connections and opportunity in home loans  
• Position in home improvement and trade services  
• Further opportunities across the property lifecycle |
LEVERAGING CORE AUDIENCE STRENGTH ACROSS DIVERSE RANGE OF PROPERTY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
MOBILE IS DRIVING DOMAIN’S AUDIENCE GROWTH

Source: Average monthly visits for Domain, Allhomes and Commercial Real Estate combined. Main site and mobile site visits - Nielsen Market Intelligence (Home & Fashion Suite). Mobile app visits - Google Analytics.
DOMAIN GROUP

DELIVERING FIRST TO MARKET MOBILE-LED PRODUCT INNOVATION

SCHOOL CATCHMENT ZONES
Valuable data on schools and catchment zones displayed on listings to inform property buyers

HOME PRICE GUIDE
Easily searchable database of 13m+ properties with estimated property value, sales history and comparable surrounding properties

FACEBOOK MESSENGER BOT
First company in Australia to launch bot facilitating enquiries on properties for sale nearby and providing instant property valuation estimates

CHAT PLATFORM
Direct interaction between consumers and agents using a simplified messenger chat platform
DOMAINT GROUP

AWARD-WINNING MOBILE INNOVATION BENEFITS DOMAINT ECOSYSTEM

-----

Highest rated consumer app for iOS and Android in property category

2016 Design Champion Award for Domain Facebook Messenger Chat Bot

2016 Google’s Best Local Apps

2017 Glomo Awards for Best Mobile App for the Connected Lifestyle

HOMEPASS
Homepass has achieved 1m+ consumers “checked-in” to open for inspections

MYDESKTOP
Domain’s market-leading Customer Relationship Management platform supported by best-in-market mobile application

Source: Based on consumer ratings (all versions) in the App Store and Google Play. 28/04/2017.
DOMAIN SEPARATION UPDATE

- Strategic review of Domain Group announced in February 2017 in preparation for Domain’s potential separation into a new ASX-listed company in which Fairfax would retain 60% to 70% ownership.

- Process is underway:
  - Appointment of Grant Samuel to prepare an Independent Expert’s Report;
  - Discussions being conducted with Australian Taxation Office;
  - Consideration of operational elements, Domain Board composition, commercial and transitional arrangement, and capital structure.
  - It is anticipated that Domain would have approximately $150 million of net debt following the separation.

- We continue to expect the separation to complete this calendar year, subject to a number of conditions including satisfactory outcome of engagement with the Australian Taxation Office and a Fairfax Shareholder vote.

- Further details to be released in the Scheme Booklet.
BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE AUSTRALIAN METRO MEDIA PUBLISHING MODEL WITH ENHANCED DIGITAL AND PRINT PRODUCTS, AND ANCILLARY REVENUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY BUSINESS ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>STRATEGIC DRIVERS OF FUTURE OPPORTUNITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Trusted brands supported by independent, quality journalism across news, business and lifestyle | • Leverage high-quality content to build and maintain engaged audiences  
• Leverage brand safe environments for advertisers  
• Monetise through digital subscriptions |
| Large-scale, high-quality metro audiences and rich data & insights | • Better and more targeted advertising/commercial solutions for clients  
• Supporting growth of new business opportunities and ancillary revenues (e.g. Stan, events) |
| Market-leading digital capability and product innovation | • Deeper relationships with most valuable audience and greater engagement through enhanced digital (websites and apps) and print  
• New products designed to underpin growth in advertising and subscription revenue |
| Increased diversification of revenue base | • Develop new revenue sources (e.g. digital subscriptions, events, e-commerce) |
| Reset, reduced and simplified cost structure | • $30m editorial annualised costs savings – majority in FY18  
• Further technology, back office and support function cost savings |
# Delivering Our Next-Generation Publishing Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Deliverables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product</strong></td>
<td>Enhance digital news experience to make it more valuable to more people, while maintaining focus on quality print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Editorial</strong></td>
<td>Efficiently provide the highest quality journalism and content and build on status as a trusted source of news and information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial</strong></td>
<td>Develop new commercial solutions and products, diversifying revenue streams beyond display advertising and subscriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology</strong></td>
<td>Reset technology and support infrastructure with new, simplified and low-cost systems to enable the new model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>People &amp; Culture</strong></td>
<td>Reshape business with new management team in place to build sustainable publishing model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Deliverables

- **Product**
  - New websites for the news mastheads
  - Focus on engaging our most loyal and valuable audience

- **Editorial**
  - New newsroom management tools
  - Better commissioning of stories focused on areas of competitive advantage and more efficient use of syndication

- **Commercial**
  - New data-driven commercial solutions and products
  - New advertising formats with high impact and engagement
  - Focus on key client relationships

- **Technology**
  - New consumer products
  - Simplified workflows
  - Reduced system and support costs with greater flexibility and agility

- **People & Culture**
  - Increased digital capability
  - Lean, innovative and high-performance culture
  - Employer of choice for talent retention/acquisition
NEXT STEPS IN PUBLISHING

**FY18 H1**
- **PILOT OF NEW PRODUCT IN SMALLER MARKET**

**FY18 H2**
- **LAUNCH OF NEW PLATFORMS FOR SMH AND THE AGE**
- **LAUNCH OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR FINANCIAL REVIEW AND LIFESTYLE MASTHEADS; APPS FOR SMH/THE AGE**
- **RETIRE LEGACY SYSTEMS AND COST REBASING**
maintaining cost efficiency in Australian community media while driving digital growth and exploring other opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY BUSINESS ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>STRATEGIC DRIVERS OF FUTURE OPPORTUNITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trusted brands supported by quality locally-focused journalism and content</td>
<td>• Maintain high penetration and engagement with local communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Local audiences of scale, rich data & insights, with strong local sales representation | • Better and more targeted advertising/commercial solutions for clients  
• Develop digital marketing services and solutions for local businesses |
| National network of regional and rural websites with growing audiences | • Monetise digital audiences and grow digital display advertising revenue  
• Digital subscription models being trialled |
| The Land: leading agricultural mastheads and events | • Leverage growing agricultural sector  
• Supporting ancillary revenues (e.g. events) |
| Culture of cost efficiency and simplified operating structure | • Continued efficiency from optimisation of business operating groups |
MONETISING NEW ZEALAND MEDIA’S ENGAGED AND HIGH VALUE AUDIENCES, DIVERSIFYING DIGITAL REVENUE WHILE OPTIMISING PRINT AND DELIVERING EFFICIENCIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY BUSINESS ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>STRATEGIC DRIVERS OF FUTURE OPPORTUNITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TRUSTED BRANDS SUPPORTED BY INDEPENDENT, QUALITY JOURNALISM AND CONTENT | • Build and maintain national and local high-quality audiences  
• Monetise through advertising, e-commerce and transactions |
| HIGH-QUALITY NATIONAL AND LOCAL AUDIENCES AND RICH DATA & INSIGHTS | • Strong membership strategy built around Stuff and Neighbourly driving audience, data and engagement  
• Better and more targeted advertising/commercial solutions for clients  
• Supporting growth of new business opportunities and ancillary revenues |
| MARKET-LEADING DIGITAL CAPABILITY AND PRODUCT INNOVATION | • Deeper relationships with audience and greater engagement positioning Fairfax NZ at the centre of the digital eco-system  
• Supporting yield and digital advertising market share (e.g. KPEX, native, mobile) |
| INCREASED DIVERSIFICATION OF REVENUE BASE | • Develop non-publishing revenue sources (e.g. Stuff Fibre, Events) providing an offset to print revenue declines |
| CULTURE OF COST EFFICIENCY AND SIMPLIFIED OPERATING STRUCTURE | • Efficiency benefits from greater sales automation  
• Print portfolio rationalisation |
INVESTMENTS

- **700K+** active subscribers
- **4.1M** audience
- **1.7M** Australian radio listeners
# CREATING VALUE THROUGH DIGITAL VENTURES’ INVESTMENT IN HIGH-GROWTH DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY BUSINESS ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>STRATEGIC DRIVERS OF FUTURE OPPORTUNITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCALABLE DIGITAL BUSINESSES</strong></td>
<td>• Utilise partnerships and JVs for increased capability and capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Leverage Fairfax’s brands and audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Value creation through portfolio management (e.g. divestment: Stayz, Tenderlink; e.g. investment: Weatherzone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PORTFOLIO OF LEADING GLOBAL DIGITAL PUBLISHING PARTNERSHIPS AS WELL AS DIFFERENTIATED LOCAL BRANDS</strong></td>
<td>• Build audience and advertising revenue across Allure Media, HuffPost Australia, Weatherzone and Kin Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIVERSIFIED REVENUE STREAMS</strong></td>
<td>• B2C subscriptions (e.g. Stan, RSVP/Oasis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• B2B subscriptions (e.g. Weatherzone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transactions (e.g. RSVP/Oasis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WORLD-CLASS DIFFERENTIATED SVOD CONTENT UNDERPINNED BY EXCLUSIVE SHOWTIME OUTPUT DEAL, BEST OF GLOBAL STUDIOS AND NETWORKS AND ORIGINAL LOCAL PRODUCTIONS</strong></td>
<td>• Ongoing subscriber momentum (700k+ active subscribers as at February 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mass market consumer reach through Fairfax/Nine assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cash flow breakeven in FY18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STAN’S SIGN-UP RUN RATE IS ACCELERATING
CONTENT EXCLUSIVES DRIVING SUBSCRIPTIONS

- Sherlock
- Billions
- Underground
- One Night Stan
- Better Call Saul
- I'm Dying Up Here
- Trollied
- Imposters
- Regular Show
- iZombie
- Twin Peaks
- Preacher
CONTENT EXCLUSIVES DRIVING SUBSCRIPTIONS

- Angie Tribeca
- The Last Ship
- Power
- Younger
- Transparent
- Ash vs Evil Dead
- Mozart In The Jungle

- UnREAL
- Stan Original
- The Girlfriend Experience
- Dice
- Stan Original
- Good Behavior
- Purity
# Maximising Opportunity of Macquarie Media’s No. 1 Stations in Sydney and Melbourne and National Radio Network Strength

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Business Attributes</th>
<th>Strategic Drivers of Future Opportunity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Large-Scale National Audiences with No. 1 Stations in Sydney (2GB) and Melbourne (3AW)** | • Radio advertising industry resilience  
• Network sales upside from leadership position in key markets |
| **High-Profile Talent and Programming Expertise** | • Content syndication driving audience share and revenue upside  
• New cost-efficient lifestyle talk and ad formats attracting audiences and advertisers |
| **Culture of Cost Efficiency** | • Cost-efficient national sales and programming footprint |
TRADING UPDATE

- Overall Group revenues are 6% below last year for the first 17 weeks of FY17 H2 (26 December 2016 to 23 April 2017). Revenue across our current reporting segments:
  - Domain overall revenue is up 10% with its total digital business up 18%;
  - Metro Media is down around 11%;
  - Australian Community Media is down around 11%;
  - New Zealand Media is down around 3% including currency impact;
  - Macquarie Media is down around 7%.

- Cost savings initiatives are ongoing across the Fairfax Group.
Q & A
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DISCLAIMER

SUMMARY INFORMATION
This presentation contains summary information about Fairfax Media Limited and its activities current as at 4 May 2017. The information in this presentation is of a general background nature and does not purport to be complete. It should be read in conjunction with Fairfax Media Limited other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements which are available at www.fairfaxmedia.com.au.

NOT FINANCIAL PRODUCT ADVICE
This presentation is for information purposes only and is not financial product or investment advice or a recommendation to acquire Fairfax Media Limited securities and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision, prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek legal and taxation advice appropriate to their jurisdiction. Statements made in this presentation are made as at the date of the presentation unless otherwise stated.

PAST PERFORMANCE
Past performance information given in this presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.

FUTURE PERFORMANCE
This presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements”. The words “expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan” and other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Forward-looking statements including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially for many projections because events and actual circumstances frequently do not occur as forecast and these differences can be material. This presentation contains such statements that are subject to risk factors associated with the industries in which Fairfax Media Limited operates which may materially impact on future performance. Investors should form their own views as to these matters and any assumptions on which any forward-looking statements are based. Fairfax Media Limited assumes no obligation to update or revise such information to reflect any change in expectations or assumptions. The inclusion of forward-looking statements in this presentation should not be regarded as a representation, warranty of guarantee with respect to its accuracy or the accuracy of the underlying assumptions or that Fairfax Media Limited will achieve, or is likely to achieve, any particular results.